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Abstract  40 

Mutations in the transcription factors FOXP1 and FOXP2 are associated with speech 41 

impairments. FOXP1 is additionally linked to cognitive deficits, as is FOXP4. These FoxP 42 

proteins are highly conserved in vertebrates and expressed in comparable brain regions 43 

including the striatum. In male zebra finches, experimental manipulation of FoxP2 in Area X, 44 

a striatal song nucleus essential for vocal production learning, affects song development, 45 

adult song production, dendritic spine density and dopamine-regulated synaptic 46 

transmission of striatal neurons. We previously showed that in the majority of Area X 47 

neurons FoxP1, FoxP2, and FoxP4 are co-expressed, can di- and multimerize with each other 48 

and differentially regulate the expression of target genes. These findings raise the possibility 49 

that FoxP1, FoxP2, and FoxP4 (FoxP1/2/4) affect neural function differently and in turn vocal 50 

learning. To address this directly, we downregulated FoxP1 or FoxP4 in Area X of juvenile 51 

zebra finches and compared the resulting song phenotypes to the previously described 52 

inaccurate and incomplete song learning after FoxP2 knockdown. We found that 53 

experimental down-regulation of FoxP1 and FoxP4 led to impaired song learning with partly 54 

similar features as those reported for FoxP2 knockdowns. However, there were also specific 55 

differences between the groups leading us to suggest that specific features of the song are 56 

differentially impacted by developmental manipulations of FoxP1/2/4 expression in Area X.   57 

 58 

Significance Statement (120 words maximum) 59 

We compared the effects of experimentally reduced expression of the transcription 60 

factors FoxP1, FoxP2 and FoxP4 in a striatal song nucleus, Area X, on vocal production 61 

learning in juvenile male zebra finches. We show for the first time that these temporally and 62 

spatially precise manipulations of the three FoxPs affect spectral and temporal song features 63 
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differentially. This is important because it raises the possibility that the different FoxPs 64 

control different aspects of vocal learning through combinatorial gene expression or by 65 

acting in different microcircuits within Area X. These results are consistent with the 66 

deleterious effects of human FOXP1 and FOXP2 mutations on speech and language and add 67 

FOXP4 as a possible candidate gene for vocal disorders.   (116 words) 68 

 69 

Introduction (650 words maximum, including citations) 70 

Heterozygous mutations of the FOXP2 transcription factor are associated with a 71 

speech deficit called developmental verbal dyspraxia (DVD) (Lai et al., 2001) or Childhood 72 

Apraxia of Speech ((Morgan and Webster, 2018); FOXP denotes human protein, Foxp rodent 73 

and FoxP all other species (Kaestner et al., 2000), Genes and mRNA are italicized). FOXP1 74 

mutations cause a wider spectrum of impairments including speech problems (Fisher and 75 

Scharff, 2009; Bacon and Rappold, 2012; Siper et al., 2017; Sollis et al., 2017). A FOXP4 76 

mutation is associated with delayed development, laryngeal hypoplasia and feeding 77 

problems (Charng et al., 2016). FOXP1/2/4 are expressed in diverse brain regions, including 78 

the striatum (Bowers and Konopka, 2012). The striatum in patients carrying FOXP2 79 

mutations differs structurally and functionally from that of their unaffected siblings (Watkins 80 

et al., 2002; Liegeois et al., 2003). FoxP1/2/4 are also expressed in the striatum of mice and 81 

other vertebrates (Shu et al., 2001; Ferland et al., 2003; Takahashi et al., 2003; Haesler et al., 82 

2004; Teramitsu et al., 2004; Bonkowsky and Chien, 2005; Takahashi et al., 2008a; Takahashi 83 

et al., 2008b; Takahashi et al., 2009; Mashiko et al., 2012; Mendoza et al., 2015; Spaeth et 84 

al., 2015). In mice carrying a mutant allele of Foxp2, similar to one reported in patients, 85 

synaptic plasticity in striatal and cerebellar circuits is impaired and ultrasonic vocal 86 

communication is altered (Groszer et al., 2008; Castellucci et al., 2016; Chabout et al., 2016). 87 
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While the latter may also be due to the crucial functions of Foxp2 in the development of 88 

craniofacial cartilage (Xu et al., 2018), striatal-specific deletion of Foxp2 (French et al., 2019) 89 

causes mice to execute rapid motor sequences more variably, emphasizing the importance 90 

of the striatum for fine control of motor behaviors. Together these findings implicate the 91 

striatum as an important site of integrated FoxP1/2/4 neural function. 92 

We study FoxP function in songbirds because birdsong and speech share many 93 

features (Doupe and Kuhl, 1999). Both are learned during critical developmental periods 94 

through auditory-guided vocal imitation. Speech learning in people and song learning in 95 

birds are constrained by innate predispositions and are also strongly affected by social 96 

factors. Birdsong and speech depend on analogous neural pathways that are functionally 97 

lateralized (Petkov and Jarvis, 2012; Pfenning et al., 2014). Thus, songbirds provide a genuine 98 

model for behavioral, neural and molecular analyses of genes relevant for vocal 99 

communication (Bolhuis et al., 2010). 100 

In zebra finches, FoxP2 expression levels in Area X, the striatal song nucleus required 101 

for learning, discrimination and maintenance of song (Sohrabji et al., 1990; Scharff and 102 

Nottebohm, 1991; Scharff et al., 1998; Aronov et al., 2008) vary with age and singing activity 103 

(Haesler et al., 2004; Miller et al., 2008; Teramitsu et al., 2010; Thompson et al., 2013; Adam 104 

et al., 2016). Experiments disrupting the dynamic regulation of FoxP2 impair song learning, 105 

social modulation of song variability and dopamine-sensitive signal transmission through the 106 

cortical-basal ganglia-thalamic forebrain song circuit (Haesler et al., 2007; Murugan et al., 107 

2013; Day et al., 2019). In Area X, FoxP2 is expressed in medium spiny neurons (MSNs) and 108 

can dimerize and oligomerize with FoxP1 and FoxP4 (Mendoza et al., 2015; Mendoza and 109 

Scharff, 2017). In cell culture, FoxP proteins of mice (Li et al., 2004) and humans (Estruch et 110 
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al., 2018) also dimerize. Dimerization may also be important for the phenotype of human 111 

FOXP mutations (Mizutani et al., 2007; Sollis et al., 2016; Sollis et al., 2017).  112 

In summary, FoxP2 in humans and songbirds is clearly relevant for vocal 113 

communication. Given the recent implications of FoxP1 and FoxP4 in related phenotypes 114 

and the co-expression of all three FoxPs and their molecular interaction, we hypothesized 115 

that FoxP1 and FoxP4 in Area X are also relevant for song behavior. To address this, we 116 

experimentally down-regulated either FoxP1 or FoxP4 in zebra finch Area X and compared 117 

the resulting song phenotypes to the previously described inaccurate and incomplete song 118 

learning after FoxP2 knockdown.   119 

(629 words) 120 

Materials & Methods 121 

Subjects 122 

All experiments were performed in accordance with the guidelines of the German 123 

governmental law (TierSchG). 60 male zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) were used in this 124 

study under the project approved by the Landesamt für Gesundheit und Soziales (LaGeSo) 125 

G0117/12. Animals were housed under a 12h:12h light:dark cycle with food and water 126 

provided ad libitum. Birds were non-invasively sexed by PCR of sex specific genes between 7-127 

14 post-hatch days (PHD) (Adam et al., 2014).  128 

 129 

Generation of lentiviruses against zebra finch FoxP1 and FoxP4.  130 

Short hairpins against FoxP1 and FoxP4 were generated as described for FoxP2 131 

(Haesler et al., 2007). The structure of the linear DNA encoding shRNA hairpins was sense-132 

loop-antisense. The sequence of the loop was GTGAAGCCACAGATG. We tested the sequence 133 

specificity of fourteen short hairpins against FoxP1 and eleven short hairpins against FoxP4 134 
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(the target sequences for FoxP1 short hairpins are: FoxP1-sh1 GAACAGTATACCTCTATAC, 135 

FoxP1-sh2 GTGCATGTCAAAGAAGAAC, FoxP1-sh3 CCATTAGACCCAGATGAAA, FoxP1-sh4 136 

CGGGAGTGACAGCAGTCCA, FoxP1-sh5 CCCACACGCCTCAACTAAT, FoxP1-sh6 137 

TCCCACTCTGGGCAATTTA, FoxP1-sh7 GGCCCACTATCCTTAGTGA, FoxP1-sh8 138 

ACATACAGACCAGCCACAC, FoxP1-sh9 GATCAGTGGTAACCCTTCT, FoxP1-sh10 139 

GACCTCCTTAATCATCAAC, FoxP1-sh11 ATCCCACTCTGGGCAATTT, FoxP1-sh12 140 

TGGAGCATACGAACAGTAA, FoxP1_sh13 AGAAGAACCATTAGACCCA and FoxP1sh-14 141 

TGAAGGCCCACTATCCTTA; and the target sequences for FoxP4 short hairpins are: FoxP4-sh1 142 

CCAGAATGTGACGATCCCC, FoxP4-sh2 CGTGCACGTGAAGGAGGAG, FoxP4-sh3 143 

TGTGACGATCCCCGACGAC, FoxP4-sh4 GAATGTGACGATCCCCGAC, FoxP4-sh5 144 

GCTTGCACAGAATCACGAG, FoxP4-sh6 GGAGGAGCTCGGAGAAGTT, FoxP4-sh7 145 

GTTCTGCACCCCCATCTCT, FoxP4-sh8 ATATGATTTCAGGACTCGG, FoxP4-sh9 146 

GAGCACTTCGGACACGTTT, FoxP4-sh10 GCACTTAATGCAAGTTACC and FoxP4-sh11 147 

GCCCCACCATGATCAACAC). To do so, we over-expressed in HeLa cells each short hairpin 148 

either with FoxP1, FoxP2 or FoxP4. All FoxP over-expression constructs were cloned from 149 

adult zebra finch brain cDNA and tagged with the Flag epitope (Mendoza et al., 2015). To 150 

identify short hairpins that strongly reduce the level of FoxP1 or FoxP4 protein respectively 151 

we performed western blot analysis using a Flag antibody (Flag-M2 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 152 

F3165, RRID: AB_259529, previously Stratagene). We then tested whether the short hairpins 153 

that reduced FoxP1 and FoxP4 protein levels cross-reacted with the other FoxP members. 154 

Only short hairpins that strongly reduced FoxP1 or FoxP4 but did not cross-react with the 155 

other FoxP subfamily members were used for further experiments. We used beta-actin as 156 

loading control for all western blots (detected with antibody Sigma-157 

Aldrich Cat# A5441, RRID: AB_476744). The DNA fragments encoding the hairpins that 158 
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strongly reduced the levels of FoxP1 or FoxP4 were subcloned into a modified version of the 159 

lentiviral expression vector pFUGW containing the U6 promoter to drive their expression. As 160 

a control, we used the previously described non-targeting hairpin (Control-sh, sequence 161 

AATTCTCCGAACGTGTCACGT) cloned into the modified pFUGW (Haesler et al., 2007). All viral 162 

constructs expressed GFP under the control of the human ubiquitin C promoter. 163 

Recombinant lentivirus was generated as described previously (Haesler et al., 2007). Titers of 164 

virus solution were usually in the range of 1-3x10^6 IU/μl.  165 

 166 

Stereotaxic neurosurgery  167 

Birds subsequently used for song analysis were injected with one of the different 168 

lentiviral vectors, e.g. one of the three FoxP1 knockdown (kd) constructs, one of the two 169 

FoxP4 kd constructs, or the control constructs (Haesler et al., 2007). Injections were 170 

performed as described (Haesler et al., 2007; Adam et al., 2016). Briefly, at PHD 23 birds 171 

were injected bilaterally with approximately 200nl each into 8 sites per Area X (Figure 1 a,b). 172 

Injection side, order and the type of construct were randomized. To determine kd efficiency 173 

via qRT-PCR (see below) we injected additional birds into Area X in one hemisphere with the 174 

vector carrying one of the different kd constructs, and Area X of the other hemisphere with a 175 

non-silencing Control-sh construct (Figure 1a,b) (Haesler et al., 2007).  176 

 177 

Quantification of FoxP1 or FoxP4 mRNA knockdown efficiency 178 

To test whether FoxP1 or FoxP4 contribute to song learning in zebra finches the 179 

levels of both genes were reduced separately in Area X in vivo, using lentivirus-mediated 180 

RNA interference (RNAi; FoxP1-sh2/3 or FoxP4-sh1/2). The rationale and overall procedure 181 

followed previously published protocols (Haesler et al., 2007; Adam et al., 2016). Briefly, 6 182 
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birds for each FoxP for follow-up by qRT-PCR were transferred to their home cages after 183 

surgery and grew up in the presence of their biological parents and siblings. All birds were 184 

sacrificed at 50±2 PHD and did not sing for two hours prior to it (Figure 1a). Each hemisphere 185 

was embedded in Tissue-Tek O.C.T. compound in a mold and immediately shock-frozen in 186 

liquid nitrogen or dry ice and stored at -80 °C. Brains were cut by cryostat as described (Olias 187 

et al., 2014; Adam et al., 2016). Microbiopsies (0.5-1.5 mm diameter and 200 μm thickness) 188 

of Area X from both hemispheres were excised and stored individually at -80 °C (Figure 1c). 189 

Remaining sections were stored in 4 % (w/v) paraformaldehyde/PBS solution (PAF) and used 190 

to verify successful targeting and to assess the location of GFP signal in the surroundings of 191 

the punched out Area X (Figure 1d). Punches made inside Area X were pooled for each 192 

hemisphere and bird. For the RNA extraction from these small amounts of tissue 193 

(approximating 1 mm3 per hemisphere), we used 200μl of TRIZOL for each punch. To digest 194 

remaining DNA we used Turbo DNAse from AMBION following the manufacturer’s 195 

instructions. cDNA synthesis was carried out using random hexamer primers and 100 ng 196 

total RNA of the combined microbiopsies of each bird. Reverse-transcriptase free reactions 197 

were included to control for genomic DNA contamination. All cDNAs were diluted with 198 

nuclease free water (5-fold for individual microbiopsies). 199 

For the quantification of FoxP1 and FoxP4 mRNA expression levels in Area X of kd 200 

animals, we used the real-time PCR system Mx3005P and the MxPRO qPCR program 201 

(Stratagene; Agilent Technologies, U.S.A.). qRT-PCR reactions were run in triplicates in a total 202 

reaction volume of 25 μl as described (Olias et al., 2014; Adam et al., 2016). The efficiency of 203 

all primer pairs ranged from 2±10%. We used the following primer pairs: FoxP1 (5´ 204 

CGTTAAAGGGGCAGTATGGA 3´ / 5´ GCCATTGAAGCCTGTAAAGC 3´), FoxP4 (5´ 205 

TGACAGGGAGTCCCACCTTA 3´ / 5´ AGCTGGTGTTGATCATGGTG 3´), HMBS (5’ 206 
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GCAGCATGTTGGCATCACAG 3’ / 5’ TGCTTTGCTCCCTTGCTCAG 3’) (Haesler et al., 2007), GFP 207 

(5’ AGAACGGCATCAAGGTGAAC 3’ / 5’ TGCTCAGGTAGTGGTTGTCG 3’) (Adam et al., 2016, 208 

2017). Reactions were run with the following times and temperatures: 10’ at 95 °C followed 209 

by 40 cycles of 30’’ at 95 °C, 30’’ at 65 °C, 30’’ at 72 °C (60 °C for HMBS and FoxP1); and a 210 

melting curve to check for amplification specificity. The mean cycle threshold (Ct) for each 211 

sample was derived from the run data and used to calculate relative gene expression for the 212 

gene of interest (GOI) (FoxP1 or FoxP4). We used HMBS as a reference gene, as it is the most 213 

stable of all tested potential reference genes for our experiments (Haesler et al., 2007; Adam 214 

et al., 2016, 2017). Relative expression values were averaged per animal and hemisphere. 215 

Only cDNA from GFP-positive biopsies in both hemispheres were used to measure the 216 

expression of FoxP1 or FoxP4 and HMBS. Data were normalized by setting the Control-sh 217 

hemisphere to 100%.  218 

 219 

Quantification of the percentage of targeted neurons 220 

Because it is not possible to verify the efficiency of knockdown via qPCR from 221 

microbiopsies of Area X and to simultaneously determine the percentage of infected 222 

neurons histologically in the same animals, we checked the percentage of neurons infected 223 

in three additional animals. To do so, we quantified the number of MSNs in Area X that were 224 

infected by the Control-sh virus (GFP). We assessed the number of MSN by FoxP1 immuno-225 

reactivity (Abcam, FoxP1 mouse monoclonal, ab32010; RRID: AB_1141518) because we 226 

previously determined that FoxP1 mostly co-localizes with FoxP4 in Area X neurons 227 

(Mendoza et al., 2015), and because the FoxP4 antibody used in this study did not work in 228 

perfused brains. Sections were analyzed with a 40x oil objective on a Zeiss Axiovert 200M 229 

Digital Research Microscopy System. The Slidebook Digital Microscopy software package 230 
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(Intelligent Imaging Innovations) was used for fluorescence image acquisitions. Per Area X in 231 

each hemisphere we acquired 4 images at 40x magnification using the AxioVision 4.6 232 

program and manually counted all neurons in which GFP and FoxP1-immunofluorescence co-233 

localized.  234 

 235 

Quantification of the volume of Area X infected in birds whose song was analyzed 236 

Birds were overdosed with Isoflurane (Forane-ABBVIE (B5068)) and subsequently 237 

perfused with 4%PFA/PBS. Brains were dissected and post-fixed overnight in 4% PFA/PBS 238 

paraformaldehyde. Brains were sagitally sectioned at 40 μm thickness with a vibratome 239 

(Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) and sections stored in PBS at 4 °C in the dark. Every fourth slice 240 

was stained with Acetylcholinesterase (AChE) (Karnovsky and Roots, 1964) to visualize and 241 

measure the size of Area X. Sections were mounted on Chromalum (Chromium(III) potassium 242 

sulfate)/gelatin coated slides and embedded with Mowiol (6 g Glycerin, Merck, Darmstadt, 243 

Germany; 1.04092.1000; 2.4 g Mowiol 488; Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA; 475904; and 12 ml 0.2 244 

M Tris-HCl, pH 8.5). The remaining sections were stored in cryoprotectant and stored at -245 

20°C. To calculate the targeted area we quantified Area X as well as the GFP targeted area 246 

using ImageJ following the previously described procedure (Tramontin et al., 1998).  247 

 248 

Song tutoring, recording, and analysis 249 

Tutoring.- Juveniles were raised in their respective family cohorts until PHD 20. 250 

Between PHD 20 and PHD 30 the adult male was removed to prevent song exposure before 251 

tutoring (Roper and Zann, 2006). After surgery at PHD 23 birds were returned to their home 252 

cages with their mother and sibling females and remained there until PHD 30. Subsequently 253 

each experimental juvenile was tutored by one adult male in a sound-isolated recording box, 254 
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because under these conditions the pupil learns to produce a song that most resembles the 255 

song of his tutor (Tchernichovski and Nottebohm, 1998). Song was recorded continuously 256 

throughout this period using Sound Analysis Pro (SAP) (Tchernichovski et al., 2000). A day 257 

before sacrifice (at PHD95 or later) a minimum of 50 motifs (see next paragraph for 258 

definition) of undirected singing from the experimental bird was recorded in the absence of 259 

the tutor for up to 5 days for subsequent bioacoustic analysis (Figure 2). To be able to 260 

directly compare the effects of experimental reduction of FoxP1 or FoxP4 in Area X on song 261 

development to those of FoxP2 we analyzed the recordings obtained in this study (FoxP1, 262 

FoxP4) and re-analyzed the recordings from Haesler et al., 2007 using the same bioacoustic 263 

parameters for all groups. This modus operandi served to minimize experimenter-induced 264 

variability and also to assess replicability of the present data and those of the two previous 265 

reports on developmental song deficits as a consequence of FoxP2 kd in Area X (Haesler et 266 

al., 2007; Murugan et al., 2013).  267 

Song terminology.- Zebra finch song is individual-specific and consists of a series of 268 

acoustically distinct elements (3-9 in this study) separated by silent gaps. The song elements 269 

are arranged in a repeated order, called ‘motif’. The order of song elements can slightly vary, 270 

resulting in slightly different motifs.  The most frequently sung motif is the ‘typical’ motif.  271 

Analysis of motif imitation.- We quantified how well pupils copied the motif of their 272 

tutor using a similarity score and an accuracy score obtained in SAP from ten asymmetric 273 

pairwise comparisons of the pupil’s typical motif with the tutor motif, as described 274 

previously (Haesler et al., 2007). We analyzed undirected song of birds after they had 275 

reached 90 days, when the major aspects of song are well learned, even though some 276 

aspects of song continues to mature further into adulthood (Williams, 2004; Glaze and 277 

Troyer, 2013). SAP analyzes the acoustic features of song along multiple dimensions and 278 
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provides ‘similarity’ values, a measure for the amount of song material copied by the pupil 279 

and ‘accuracy’ values that indicate how well the copied song material is imitated. To get a 280 

comprehensive view of how well pupil and tutor motifs matched acoustically, we compared 281 

10 motifs each of Control-sh with FoxP1-sh, FoxP2-sh, and FoxP4-sh birds to their tutors 282 

using SAP M x N batch processing and asymmetric (used for songs of different birds) 283 

comparison, resulting in 100 independent comparisons (FoxP2-sh audio-files from Haesler et 284 

al., 2007).  285 

Song analysis.- We investigated different aspects of pupils’ song learning success and 286 

song performance.  (i) How many song elements of the tutor did the pupil imitate. (ii) How 287 

many elements of a pupil’s song were not part of the tutor’s song.  Pupils’ song can contain 288 

elements that are sufficiently different from the tutor’s song to not be recognized as an 289 

imitated element by SAP. (iii) How accurate was the imitation of pupils’ song elements. (iv) 290 

How variable was the performance of individual song elements of pupils compared to 291 

variability of tutors. (v) How stereotyped was the sequential delivery of multiple song motifs 292 

of pupils’ songs compared to the stereotypy of tutors. Did pupils repeat elements (‘stutter’)? 293 

(vi) How were the durations of song elements and the inter-element intervals (‘gaps’) 294 

distributed in the tutors’ and pupils’ songs. (vii) Did the delivery of multiple song motifs of 295 

pupils differ in their isochronous rhythmic structure from that of their tutors.  296 

To address (i-iii) we compared each song element of the tutor to all song elements of 297 

the pupil with a symmetric M x N batch analysis in SAP. The element of a pupil with the 298 

highest similarity and accuracy score (in SAP) to an element of the tutor was considered 299 

imitated and thus ‘shared’ by tutor and pupil. When two pupil elements had similar scores to 300 

an element of the tutor, we also took the order within the motif into consideration. The 301 

scores of shared elements between tutor and pupils ranged between 70-100 in similarity or 302 
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accuracy comparisons. To assess whether FoxP-sh birds imitated fewer elements of their 303 

tutors than Control-sh birds, we quantified the number of elements shared by tutor and 304 

pupil and expressed this as the fraction of all elements specific to the tutor.  A value of 1 305 

indicates that all tutor elements were found in the pupil’s song.  As the value approaches 306 

zero, increasingly fewer elements of the tutor are represented in the pupils’ songs. The 307 

fraction of elements the pupils sang that were not found in the tutor’s song was expressed 308 

as the number of elements unique to the pupil divided by the total number of elements of 309 

the tutor. A value of zero reflects that there are no different or additional elements in the 310 

pupil's song.  311 

 (iv) Element delivery.- To assess the rendition to rendition variability in element 312 

performance we chose 32 motifs randomly, took 10 of each of the elements of the typical 313 

motif from tutors and pupils and measured the similarity and accuracy in a symmetric M x N 314 

batch analysis. We thus compared how similar to itself an element was in each rendition of a 315 

song of a pupil to the self-similarity of an element in the tutor song. Results of these 316 

comparisons between elements are expressed in a single measure which is the product of 317 

similarity and accuracy to obtain the element identity score as reported by (Haesler et al., 318 

2007).  319 

(v) Stereotypy of song performance and stuttering.- Stereotypy is a measure that 320 

addresses whether the bird sings the same order of elements each time. We quantified 321 

stereotypy as described previously (Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991) from the same 32 322 

randomly chosen motifs used to quantify element performance (see above) of each bird. 323 

Stereotypy scores range between 0 and 1, with 1 reflecting that the birds sang the same 324 

sequence of elements in the same order in all 32 motifs. Lower scores indicate more 325 

sequence variability in a motif from rendition to rendition. We also quantified the propensity 326 
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of birds to repeat song elements. To facilitate comparability to a previous study on stuttering 327 

in adult zebra finches following neurotoxic Area X lesions (Kubikova et al., 2014), we used 328 

the same criteria to quantify ‘stuttering’. Accordingly, we calculated the percentage of all 329 

elements sung by each bird that were part of a stuttering bout, i.e. a string of successive 330 

elements of the same type (e.g. AA). We included in this analysis repetitions of the last 331 

element of a motif, if that element was connected to the motif by a short silent gap of 332 

stereotyped duration. 333 

(vi) Duration of song elements and silent gaps.- We measured the overall distribution 334 

of all durations of song element and inter-element intervals (‘gaps’) from 48 ± 24 (mean ± 335 

SD) song motifs per bird. We then compared the distributions of element and gap durations 336 

between pupils and tutors, using the Jensen-Shannon distance (the square root of the 337 

Jensen-Shannon divergence) as a dissimilarity metric between the two probability 338 

distributions (Lin, 1991; Endres and Schindelin, 2003; Sasahara et al., 2015). To estimate how 339 

similar/dissimilar song element and gap durations between two groups of untreated adult 340 

zebra finches are, we also compared the distributions of element and gap durations of a 341 

cohort of 15 adult males that were analyzed previously by Norton & Scharff (2016) to the 342 

tutors of the current study. In order to quantify the similarity in shape of the distributions of 343 

the gap duration independently of their position on the x-axis (i.e. their absolute duration), 344 

we shifted the tutor distribution in 2 ms steps and calculated the Jensen-Shannon distance 345 

(JSD) between the lagged tutor distribution and the stationary pupil distribution for each 346 

step (bin size 2 ms). We report the JSD and the lag at which the JSD was minimal. 347 

(vii) Rhythm analysis. - We determined the isochronous pulse that best fit to the song 348 

element onsets of each of the motifs used for duration analysis (above) using the method 349 

described in (Norton and Scharff, 2016; Ravignani and Norton, 2017). The frequencies of the 350 
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best fitting pulses for all songs of each bird were clustered (see (Norton and Scharff, 2016) 351 

for details) and the percentage of songs in the largest cluster of each bird was determined. 352 

The higher this percentage is, the more songs have a similar pulse frequency. The largest 353 

frequency clusters of all tutors lay in a range from 20 to 60Hz. To compare the rhythmicity of 354 

the pupil songs to that of the tutors, we restricted the pulses to this frequency range. Pulse 355 

fit was quantified as the root-mean-square of the deviations of each song element onset to 356 

its nearest pulse, multiplied by the pulse frequency (Frequency-normalized Root-Mean-357 

Square Deviation or FRMSD). To assess whether the rhythmic regularity (i.e. pulse fit) could 358 

just be a by-product of zebra finch specific song element and gap durations independent of 359 

the birds’ individual song elements and their order, we compared each bird’s song rhythm to 360 

the rhythm of artificial model songs. The latter had an identical number of song elements 361 

and identical sequence, but different randomized element and gap durations (“Model C” in 362 

Norton & Scharff, 2016). For each song of one bird a model song was created, the best fitting 363 

pulse for that song determined and the pulse deviation (FRMSD) between all songs of one 364 

bird and their respective model songs tested for a significant difference in a linear model. 365 

This process was repeated 50 times with different randomized element and gap durations in 366 

the model songs. Of the comparisons that detected a significant difference in FRMSD 367 

(p<0.05), the percentage of these comparisons in which the bird songs had a lower FRMSD 368 

(i.e. a better pulse fit and therefore a higher degree of isochronous organization of their 369 

song rhythm) is reported here (Figure 13d).  370 

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA).- To test whether the 4 groups (FoxP1-sh, FoxP2-sh, 371 

FoxP4-sh, and Control-sh) could be discriminated by differences in their song phenotype 372 

alone, we performed an LDA. Discrimination success was evaluated by prediction of the 373 

treatment group of each bird through leave-one-out cross-validation. To do so, one 374 
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individual after another were removed from the set, the discriminant functions were 375 

calculated each time and used to classify the missing individual. 376 

Statistics.- All statistical tests were performed using the data analysis software R (R 377 

Development Core Team, 2013) and/or GraphPad Prism 4.0. All graphs were prepared with 378 

GraphPad Prism 4.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA), Matlab 2016b (Mathworks, Natick, 379 

MA) or R.  380 

 381 

Results 382 

Selection of specific short hairpins to downregulate zebra finch FoxP1 or FoxP4 383 

 To determine efficacy and specificity of different short hairpins against FoxP1 and 384 

FoxP4, we overexpressed FoxP1 or FoxP2 or FoxP4 in HeLa cells. Three (FoxP1-sh1 to FoxP1-385 

sh3) out of the fourteen FoxP1 short hairpins tested strongly reduced FoxP1 protein levels 386 

(Figure 3a) but did not affect the expression of FoxP2 (Figure 3b) or FoxP4 (Figure 3c). This is 387 

interesting because the FoxP1-sh2 differed only at 2 nucleotides from the FoxP2 gene and at 388 

5 nucleotides from the FoxP4 gene, whereas FoxP1-sh1 and FoxP1-sh3 ranged from 57% to 389 

63% in sequence similarities to the other FoxP members. The FoxP1-sh1 was less efficient in 390 

reducing the expression of the protein than FoxP1-sh2 and FoxP1-sh3 and was therefore not 391 

used further in this study. None of the other short hairpins for FoxP1 tested (FoxP1-sh4 to 392 

FoxP1-sh14) strongly reduced the levels of FoxP1 and were not further used (Figure 3i).  393 

Three short hairpins strongly reduced FoxP4 protein levels (FoxP4-sh1, FoxP4-sh2 and 394 

FoxP4-sh9) (Figure 3f and j). The sequences of FoxP4-sh1 and FoxP4-sh2 were 23-71% similar 395 

when compared to the other FoxP subfamily members and did not alter the expression of 396 

FoxP1 (Figure 3d) or FoxP2 (Figure 3e). We used both for further studies. In contrast the 397 
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FoxP4-sh9 did not crossreact with FoxP1 (Figure 3k) but crossreacted strongly with FoxP2 398 

(Figure 3l) despite a low similarity of 61% (8 nucleotides difference).  399 

In a previous study (Haesler et al., 2007) a non-targeting short hairpin control 400 

(Control-sh) was shown not to affect FoxP2 expression. We used the same Control-sh in this 401 

study and showed that it did not alter the expression of either FoxP1 (Figure 3g) or FoxP4 402 

(Figure 3h). 403 

 404 

Efficacy of cellular infection by lentivirus in Area X 405 

To assess how many MSN in Area X can be infected on average we injected GFP-406 

expressing control virus stereotaxically into Area X of three 23-day-old birds and at PHD 50 407 

quantified the number of cells in which the GFP signal was co-localized with FoxP1 408 

immunoreactivity (Figure 4a-d). We chose FoxP1 because most MSN in Area X express 409 

FoxP1, either in combination with FoxP2 and/or FoxP4 or alone (Mendoza et al., 2014). 89% 410 

of GFP positive cells were also immunoreactive against FoxP1 (Figure 4a-e), consistent with 411 

previous studies (Wada et al., 2006; Haesler et al., 2007). Of the total FoxP1-expressing 412 

neuron population in Area X on average 16% of the cells also expressed GFP, indicating virus 413 

infection (Figure 4a-d, f). 414 

 415 

Efficacy of FoxP1 or FoxP4 mRNA downregulation in Area X 416 

We evaluated the reduction of FoxP1 or FoxP4 mRNA expression at PHD 50 by qPCR 417 

after injections of the respective knockdown viruses in Area X of PHD 23 males (Figure 1a-d). 418 

The amount of knockdown was quantified by comparing FoxP expression in the knocked 419 

down hemisphere with the control injected one, as described previously (Haesler et al., 420 

2007; Olias et al., 2014; Adam et al., 2016, 2017).  421 
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FoxP1 mRNA levels in Area X were on average 20% lower in the hemispheres injected 422 

with the knockdown FoxP1-sh2 or FoxP1-sh3 viruses than in the control injected 423 

hemispheres (Figure 5a). Comparable results were obtained for FoxP4-sh1 or sh2 (Figure 5c) 424 

and controls (Figure 5b). In contrast, GFP mRNA levels did not differ statistically between 425 

control and knockdown-injected hemispheres (data not shown), as previously reported 426 

(Haesler et al., 2007).  427 

 428 

Quantification of virus-infected Area X volume  429 

Before analyzing the adult songs of birds that were injected as juveniles with 430 

knockdown viruses in Area X bilaterally, or with corresponding controls, we assessed the 431 

percentage of Area X tissue that was infected, as judged by GFP fluorescence in tissue 432 

sections, and compared this to the previously published results on FoxP2 (Haesler et al., 433 

2007) (Figure 6a-c). The volume of the infected area was similar across hemispheres in 434 

FoxP1, FoxP4 and control birds (One way ANOVA; p>0.05; F=2.71; df=2; Figure 6c). On 435 

average, the GFP fluorescence in both hemispheres covered 34.8% of Area X for FoxP1 (SEM 436 

17.16), 28,6% for FoxP4 (SEM 16.27), and 19.6% for the controls (SEM 8.92), i.e. were in the 437 

same range as the 20.4% reported for FoxP2 knockdown birds (Haesler et al., 2007).  438 

 439 

Knockdown of FoxP1/2/4 in juveniles affects adult song in multiple ways.  440 

Comparing sonograms from tutors and pupils in the different treatment groups, we 441 

noticed striking deficits in the adult songs of pupils that had received FoxP1 or FoxP4 442 

knockdown injections as juveniles (Figure 7b,d) in contrast to control injected birds (Figure 443 

7a). The song deficits of birds with FoxP1 and FoxP4 knockdowns were partly similar to the 444 

ones reported for FoxP2 knockdowns (Haesler et al., 2007) but there were also differences 445 
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between the FoxP1/2/4 knockdown animals. To exemplify the type of deficits observed, 446 

Figure 7 provides two song motifs each of tutor-pupil pairs per treatment group.  447 

 448 

The tutor birds (Figure 7a-d top two panels) produced the stereotyped song that is 449 

characteristic for zebra finches, singing their song elements mostly in the same order in 450 

every motif rendition. The Control-sh injected bird (Figure 7a bottom two panels) copied all 451 

elements, kept them in the same sequence as the tutor and sang them consistently from 452 

rendition to rendition. This high copy fidelity is typical when one pupil grows up in the 453 

presence of one tutor (Tchernichovski and Nottebohm, 1998; Tchernichovski et al., 1999). In 454 

contrast, none of the FoxP1/2/4 knockdown birds copied the songs of their tutors as 455 

faithfully. While there were differences in degree and kind between the treatment groups, 456 

some song deficits were observed in all knockdown conditions. For instance, pupil songs 457 

were only partly composed of song elements that were recognizable as tutor imitations, 458 

whereas other pupil elements could not be matched to the tutor (Figure 7b, c). Even when 459 

elements were clearly imitations of the tutor’s elements, the copy fidelity was often lower in 460 

knockdown pupils than in controls (Figure 7d element C and I). There was also a higher 461 

incidence of pupils not singing the copied song elements in the same order as the tutor (e.g. 462 

Figure 7c, d). Moreover, knockdown pupils had a higher tendency to repeat the same song 463 

element multiple times, resulting in a stutter (e.g. Figure 7b, d) and to change the order in 464 

which song elements were delivered from rendition to rendition (e.g. Figure 7c, d). The latter 465 

was particularly evident in FoxP4 knockdown pupils, in which we also noted a tendency for 466 

atypical timing of song.   467 

Taken together, visual inspection of sonograms indicated that reduced levels of 468 

FoxP1 or FoxP4 in Area X during the song learning phase impaired song along multiple 469 
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dimensions, mirroring some of the previously described song deficits resulting from FoxP2 470 

knockdown in Area X (Haesler et al., 2007). Because other features were not seen before 471 

and seemed to segregate with the particular treatment group, we analyzed the songs of all 472 

FoxP-sh birds and their tutors in more detail. 473 

 474 

Similarity of motifs is affected in all FoxP-sh groups, accuracy only in the FoxP2-sh group  475 

First, we compared all pupils’ songs to the songs of their tutors to quantify overall 476 

song learning success. Confirming our impression from the visual analysis of sonograms, the 477 

SAP similarity scores were significantly lower in all FoxP-sh birds compared to Control-sh 478 

animals (Figure 8a), reflecting the fact that knockdown birds copied the tutor material 479 

incompletely (Figure 7). Examining the copied portions of the song revealed that lower 480 

accuracy of imitation was found more often in birds of the knockdown groups than in control 481 

birds, but this was statistically significant only in the FoxP2-sh group (Figure 8b).  482 

 483 

Frequency modulation (FM) is altered only in FoxP4-sh birds  484 

More detailed analysis of spectro-temporal features of song at the motif level 485 

revealed no significant differences for pitch, goodness of pitch, amplitude modulation and 486 

entropy (data not shown), but frequency modulation was significantly higher in the group of 487 

FoxP4-sh birds (Figure 9).  488 

 489 

Knockdown FoxP1/2/4 copy fewer song elements from their tutors than control birds 490 

To gain further insight into the exact nature of the lower motif imitation success and 491 

the reduced accuracy of copying in the different knockdown groups, we quantified whether 492 

pupils a) copied all tutor elements or improvised/invented some; b) copied tutor elements 493 
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accurately; c) copied the sequential order of tutor elements; d) copied the duration of tutor 494 

elements, and e) copied the duration of the silent gaps between elements.  495 

Knockdown animals copied fewer song elements from their tutors than control 496 

animals (Figure 10a). The majority of Control-sh birds copied all elements of the tutor (4 of 6 497 

birds), whereas none of the FoxP down-regulation birds copied all elements from their 498 

tutors. FoxP2 knockdown birds copied significantly fewer song elements from their tutors 499 

than Control-sh birds (Figure 10a).  500 

In all experimental and control groups some song elements could not be matched to 501 

any elements present in the tutors’ song (Figure 10b). This was most prominent in FoxP1 502 

knockdown birds (4 of 6 birds), but also occurred to different degrees in the other groups.  503 

 504 

FoxP2/4-sh birds’ elements are less self-similar  505 

To see how consistently pupils sang the elements from rendition to rendition, we 506 

compared the similarity and accuracy of copied elements in ten renditions of the same 507 

element. We multiplied the resulting similarity and accuracy scores and called that product 508 

the identity score (Haesler et al., 2007). We found that the identity score between the 509 

Control-sh and FoxP1-sh birds did not differ significantly from that of their tutors (Figure 510 

11a-b). In contrast, the FoxP2-sh and FoxP4-sh birds had a significantly lower identity score 511 

of their elements than their tutors (Figure 11c-d).  512 

 513 

Sequence stereotypy and stuttering in FoxP-sh birds 514 

To follow up our initial impression that some FoxP-sh birds varied the sequence of 515 

elements in subsequent motifs more than is typical for zebra finches (Figure 7b, c and d), we 516 

randomly chose 32 motifs of each bird and calculated a stereotypy score as described 517 

previously (Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991). Here a value of 1 means that birds sang the same 518 
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element sequence in all 32 motifs without any variations, and with increasing sequence 519 

variability the stereotypy score approaches zero (Figure 12a-d). FoxP2-sh and FoxP4-sh 520 

pupils were significantly more variable than their tutors (Figure 12c-f). In addition, the 521 

majority of birds in each of the knockdown groups repeated song elements, which was rarely 522 

the case in the tutor and control groups (Figure 12g-h). This stuttering-like behavior, 523 

measured as the percentage of elements that are part of a stuttering bout, i.e. a string of 524 

two or more successive elements of the same type, was most pronounced in FoxP2-sh birds. 525 

Four out of six birds in each knockdown group showed an element repetition rate of over 526 

10% (none in Control-sh and 1 out of 15 tutors (Figure 12g)). The maximum number of 527 

elements in a stuttering bout varied between 2 and 8 (FoxP1-sh: 3-6 elements, n = 4 birds; 528 

FoxP2-sh: 2-8, n = 5; FoxP4-sh: 3-5, n = 4; Control-sh: 2, n = 2; tutors: 3-6, n = 3). While the 529 

average number of repetitions in the motifs that contained repetitions was comparable 530 

between knockdown birds and the three tutors (FoxP1-sh: 2.66 (2.13-3.19); FoxP2-sh: 3.07 531 

(2.0-6.59); FoxP4-sh: 2.84 (2.06-3.6); Control-sh: 2; tutors: 3.08), such motifs occurred more 532 

rarely in tutors and controls (FoxP1-sh: an average of 75.1% of motifs contained repetitions; 533 

FoxP2-sh: 56.3%; FoxP4-sh: 58.0%; Control-sh: 5.7%; tutors: 24.6%). 534 

 535 

Isochronous pulse in FoxP-sh birds 536 

We also evaluated the isochronous organization of song in all four groups and 537 

compared it to that of the tutors. We determined the isochronous pulse that best fit the 538 

song element onsets for each song (Figure 13a-b). As observed previously (Norton and 539 

Scharff, 2016), frequencies of the best fitting pulses formed well-defined clusters. The 540 

largest frequency cluster of each tutor bird contained on average 56% of songs in contrast to 541 

pupils (34%, Figure 13c). All but 3 of the pupils had a smaller percentage of their songs in 542 
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their largest cluster than their tutor (exceptions were one bird each of Control-sh, FoxP2-sh 543 

and FoxP4-sh, Figure 13c). The same pulse was, therefore, less consistently detected in pupil 544 

songs than in tutor songs. This suggests a looser isochronous organization in the pupil songs. 545 

A direct comparison of pulse deviation between the songs of different birds (unlike a 546 

comparison of pulse frequencies) is problematic, as deviation depends on a number of 547 

factors that differ between individuals, such as pulse frequency and the number of song 548 

elements. We therefore created model songs based on each of the analyzed bird songs and 549 

compared pulse deviation between bird and model songs. The latter featured the same 550 

number of elements in the same sequence as the birdsong they were modeled on but 551 

element and gap durations were randomized (see Methods). In an average of 77% of the 552 

comparisons of tutor versus model songs that reported a significant difference in FRMSD, 553 

tutors had a lower FRMSD, i.e. a better pulse fit, a much higher percentage than all pupil 554 

groups, including the control pupils (Figure 13d).  555 

 556 

Analysis of element and gap durations in FoxP-sh birds  557 

 In search for possible explanations of the impaired song rhythm of Control-sh birds, 558 

we looked at the overall distribution of element and gap durations in the different treatment 559 

groups and their tutors (Figure 14) by quantifying the dissimilarity between the distributions. 560 

To do so, we calculated the Jenson-Shannon distance (JSD); the higher the JSD, the more 561 

dissimilar the two distributions are. Song element distributions were about equally dissimilar 562 

to the tutors in all treatments (Control-sh: JSD = 0.43; FoxP1-sh: 0.41; FoxP2-sh: 0.47; FoxP4-563 

sh: 0.46; Figure 14c), as was the distribution of a cohort of 15 different previously analyzed 564 

adult males (JSD = 0.43; duration data from Norton & Scharff, 2016). As expected the gap 565 

distribution of the cohort of adult males was very similar to that of the tutors (JSD = 0.25). 566 
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Distributions of the gap durations of Control-sh, FoxP1-sh and FoxP2-sh had higher, but 567 

comparable dissimilarities (Control-sh: JSD = 0.38; FoxP1-sh: 0.41; FoxP2-sh: 0.44; Figure 568 

14d). In contrast, FoxP4-sh had a considerably higher JSD (0.66), likely due to the increased 569 

overall durations of gaps. FoxP knockdown birds had an increased variability of gap 570 

durations compared to control birds (Control-sh: Standard deviation = 0.017; FoxP1-sh: 571 

0.021; FoxP2-sh: 0.025; FoxP4-sh: 0.022). Among the pupil birds, the percentage of element 572 

repetition was positively correlated with the coefficient of variation of inter-onset-intervals 573 

(Pearson, R = 0.59, p = 0.0024, n = 24, df = 22), indicating that birds that stutter also have 574 

problems with the accurate timing of song elements. 575 

 Pupil birds were 96 ± 6 days of age at the time of recording (mean ± std). While song 576 

learning is largely completed by ~90 days, some song changes occur beyond that age. Among 577 

those is a gradual shortening of the gaps, while the duration of song elements remains 578 

unchanged on average (Glaze and Troyer, 2013). In order to quantify the similarity of the 579 

shape of the gap duration distributions independently of their position on the x-axis (i.e. 580 

leaving aside the overall higher duration of pupil gaps), we shifted the tutor distribution in 2 581 

ms steps and calculated the JSD between the lagged tutor distribution and the stationary 582 

pupil distribution for each step. Even after shifting the tutor distributions towards the pupil 583 

distributions to the point of smallest dissimilarity, knockdown birds still showed a relatively 584 

high JSD (FoxP1-sh: minimal JSD = 0.41 at lag 2 ms; FoxP2-sh: 0.38 at 8 ms; FoxP4-sh: 0.44 at 585 

18 ms). The gap distribution of the control birds, on the other hand, was as similar to tutors 586 

as the adult cohort after shifting (Control-sh: JSD = 0.22 at lag 8 ms; adult cohort: 0.22 at lag 587 

2 ms). This result suggests that with age the songs of Control-sh birds – like those of normal 588 

untreated birds – would have acquired the level of isochronous rhythmic organization found 589 

in the tutor birds. 590 
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 591 

 592 

Segregation of the phenotypes of FoxP-sh birds 593 

 As we found the treatment groups differentially affected in various aspects of song 594 

learning, we wanted to find out whether the four groups could be discriminated by their 595 

song phenotype alone. To that end we performed a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) using 596 

five features of song structure from different domains: Two spectral measures (the amount 597 

of frequency modulation of song elements and the tutor-to-pupil identity score difference), 598 

one measure of song learning success (number of copied song elements from tutor) and two 599 

temporal measures (CV of duration of the most variable inter-onset-interval and pulse 600 

deviation vs. model, see Figure 13d). Birds of the same group cluster together in the signal 601 

space, with very little overlap (Figure 15). Control-sh birds, FoxP2-sh and FoxP4-sh are well 602 

separated. FoxP1-sh is closest in space to the control birds, consistent with song deficits 603 

occurring in the fewest number of measures (e.g. not significantly affected in identity and 604 

stereotypy scores, copied notes, and frequency modulation). To test discrimination by these 605 

features, we applied leave-one-out cross-validation. Following this procedure, 54% of the 606 

birds were correctly classified as belonging to their respective treatment group. 607 

Classification rate as expected by chance was 25%, as there are four possible classes.  608 

 To summarize, FoxP1/2/4 knockdown in Area X affected song learning. Reduced 609 

motif similarity (Figure 8a), scrambled order of song elements (Figure 7) and a smaller 610 

fraction of elements copied (Figure 10) was a common phenotype of all FoxP knockdown 611 

pupils. FoxP1 knockdown seems to result in the mildest impairment of all FoxPs. Although 612 

FoxP1 knockdown birds did not copy all the elements of their tutors, the material that they 613 

copied had high spectro-temporal fidelity. FoxP2 and FoxP4 knockdown resulted in a more 614 
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severe phenotype than FoxP1, affecting most of the features studied. FoxP2-sh was more 615 

severely affected in motif accuracy (Figure 8b), fraction of copied notes (Figure 10) and 616 

temporal regularity (Figure 13d), while FoxP4 was most affected in frequency modulation 617 

(Figure 9). Although there is some overlap between the knockdown groups, taken together 618 

each group has a specific combination of impairments that makes most members of the 619 

group more similar to each other than to the other groups (Figure 15).  620 

 621 

Discussion  622 

Discussion (1500 words maximum, including citations)  623 

Many medium spiny neurons of zebra finches co-express FoxP1, FoxP2, and FoxP4 in 624 

Area X, a song nucleus important for vocal learning (Mendoza et al., 2015). Furthermore, 625 

FoxP1/2/4 can dimerize and oligomerize with each other in those neurons and can share the 626 

same binding sites and target genes (Mendoza and Scharff, 2017). In the present study we 627 

addressed the effects of lentivirus-driven siRNA knockdown of FoxP1 or FoxP4 in Area X of 628 

juvenile male zebra finch on song development and compared those to the incomplete and 629 

inaccurate song imitation previously observed after manipulating the amount of FoxP2 in 630 

Area X (Haesler et al., 2007; Murugan et al., 2013; Heston and White, 2015). Our present 631 

data show that experimental reduction of FoxP1, FoxP2 and FoxP4 in Area X of juveniles 632 

impairs song development in partly overlapping and partly distinct ways. We discuss these 633 

findings in light of the current understanding of Area X function in song development. 634 

The cortico-basal ganglia circuit promotes learning of action sequences through trial-635 

and-error learning and basal ganglia drive the variability necessary for this reinforcement-636 

based learning. This learning is driven by the reward-related dopamine signaling (Gadagkar 637 

et al., 2016; Hisey et al., 2018) that projects to the basal ganglia from the ventral tegmental 638 
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area (VTA) and substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) (Graybiel, 2005). In the striatum of the 639 

zebra finch, D1A, D1B and D2 dopamine receptors co-occur (Kubikova et al., 2010) and are 640 

also co-expressed with FoxP1/2/4 proteins (Kubikova et al., 2010; Mendoza et al., 2015). 641 

Down-regulation of FoxP2 in Area X affects dopamine receptor and DARPP-32 expression 642 

(Murugan et al., 2013), likely interfering with the dopaminergic reinforcement signals 643 

correctly reaching the medium spiny neurons. Thus, the regulation of the FoxP subfamily 644 

members during times of vocal plasticity could be functionally related to dopamine signaling. 645 

When Foxp2 was manipulated to resemble the human FOXP2 in a mouse, a decrease in 646 

dopamine levels was reported (Enard et al., 2009; Enard, 2011), further suggesting a link 647 

between FoxP2 and dopamine. In addition, FoxP2 regulates spine density in Area X MSN 648 

(Schulz et al., 2010). Furthermore, target genes regulated by FoxP2 affect neurite outgrowth, 649 

synaptic plasticity and axon guidance (Spiteri et al., 2007; Vernes et al., 2007; Vernes et al., 650 

2011). Results of mouse Foxp2 manipulations support this, showing alterations in dendrite 651 

length and synaptic plasticity (Groszer et al., 2008; Enard et al., 2009; Reimers-Kipping et al., 652 

2011; French et al., 2012). Foxp1 and Foxp2 manipulations in mice also resulted in abnormal 653 

vocalizations (Shu et al., 2005; Fujita et al., 2008; Gaub et al., 2010; Fischer and 654 

Hammerschmidt, 2011; Gaub et al., 2016). Genetic manipulations in Area X were also 655 

reported for FoxP2 (down- (Haesler et al., 2007) and up-regulation (Heston and White, 656 

2015)) and mir-9 (Shi et al., 2018). This microRNA down-regulates FoxP1 and FoxP2 in zebra 657 

finches.  658 

All manipulations of FoxP2 in songbirds lead to song impairments and low motif 659 

similarity. All of them report syllable omissions and adding elements not found in the tutor 660 

(improvisations in (Heston and White, 2015)). Syntax similarity, a measure similar to 661 

stereotypy, was reported to be normal when FoxP2 is overexpressed (Heston and White, 662 
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2015) but affected by mir-9 downregulation (Shi et al., 2018) which coincides with our 663 

results of FoxP2 downregulation. The frequency modulation of the fundamental (FM) is 664 

abnormal after FoxP2 over-expression (Heston and White, 2015), but when we down-665 

regulated FoxP2, or FoxP1 or after mir-9 induced FoxP2 down-regulation (Shi et al., 2018), 666 

FM was not different from the tutor, whereas downregulation of FoxP4 affected FM (this 667 

study).  668 

To compare our stuttering results with those of Kubikova et al. (2014) who reported 669 

stuttering behavior in male zebra finches after adult Area X lesions, we analyzed our data 670 

using their criteria. Some zebra finches normally repeat elements one or more times in some 671 

of their motifs and this baseline was similar in the pre-Area X lesion adults and controls in 672 

Kubikova et al. (2014) and the control-injected animals as well as tutors in our experiment 673 

(33% control-injected group, 20% tutor group and 10%-40% of birds in the pre-Area X lesion 674 

groups of Kubikova et al. (2014).  In contrast, 72% of FoxP1/2/4 knockdown birds repeated 675 

elements. In those birds that repeated elements, the percentage of motifs containing 676 

repetitions was also higher in knockdowns compared to controls and tutors. The Kubikova et 677 

al (2014) study did not report which fraction of motifs contained repetitions. Concerning the 678 

number of elements repeated per motif, the males before Area X lesion and control lesioned 679 

animals of Kubikova et al (2014) did not differ from the control injected animals and the 680 

tutors in our study (2.43 to 4.33 repetitions per motif pre-Area X lesion, 2.25 to 4.5 for our 681 

tutors, 2 for our controls). However, whereas the FoxP1/2/4 knockdown animals stayed 682 

within the same range of element repetitions as controls and intact animals (this study), 683 

those Area X lesioned animals that already repeated the last element of their motif pre-684 

lesion increased the average maximum number of element repetitions from 4.3 to 10.2 685 

(Kubikova et al 2014). Thus, our data indicate that experimental downregulation of 686 
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FoxP1/2/4 in Area X of developing zebra finches increases the propensity to stutter and the 687 

frequency of stuttering in their song, which we assessed around 90 days of age, but it does 688 

not affect the severity of stuttering, i.e. the number of repetitions per stuttering bout. In 689 

contrast, Area X lesions in adults significantly increase the severity of stuttering in birds, but 690 

only in birds that already repeated the last elements of their motif pre-operatively.  691 

Human phenotypes related to FOXP1 and FOXP2 mutations support a role for these 692 

transcription factors in vocal learning (Bacon and Rappold, 2012). FOXP4 mutations lead to 693 

developmental delay (Charng et al., 2016), but whether vocal learning was affected was not 694 

reported. FOXP4 is expressed more widely and homogeneously in the brain than FOXP1 and 695 

FOXP2 are (Mendoza et al., 2015), therefore a mutation might affect more brain functions 696 

than FOXP1 or FOXP2. In our experiments we down-regulated FoxPs in one area important 697 

for vocal learning at the time of vocal learning, without the possible effects of the down-698 

regulation in other brain regions that may contribute to a more severe phenotype, and 699 

without affecting embryonic development..  700 

Possible explanations for the fact that all FoxP downregulations in Area X impacted 701 

song learning might be that heterodimers of the FoxP subfamily are important for regulating 702 

the function of pathways required for vocal learning. Therefore the absence or mutation of 703 

any one of the FoxP proteins is likely to affect the function of the others. In fact, FoxP 704 

members can bind to, and regulate some of the same genes, and thereby all affect song 705 

learning. This is supported by the fact that all FoxP subfamily proteins regulate the SV40 and 706 

VLDLR promoter (Mendoza and Scharff, 2017). Another explanation might be that FoxP 707 

subfamily members regulate different target genes and the absence of any (or a set) of these 708 

targets could affect vocal learning in different ways. This is consistent with the finding that 709 
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FoxP1, FoxP2 and FoxP4 do not always bind to the same site in the regulatory regions of 710 

their target genes (Sin et al., 2015; Mendoza and Scharff, 2017).  711 

On a technical note, it is unlikely that the observed effects are due to the induction of 712 

off-target or toxic effects, since i) we used different short hairpins for each FoxP subfamily 713 

members; ii) we demonstrated that short hairpins are specific even if compared to the same 714 

subfamily; iii) we used small short hairpins proven not to be toxic or to induce other side 715 

effects; iv) not all gene down-regulations in Area X lead to impaired song (unpublished data); 716 

v) the specific song impairments differ after downregulation of FoxP1 from those due to 717 

downregulation of FoxP2 and those due to  downregulation of FoxP4.  718 

Together, our data suggest that the neurally expressed proteins of the FoxP 719 

subfamily, FoxP1/2/4, act in Area X in concert but differentially to regulate the function of 720 

pathways important in song learning in the zebra finch. Thus, all three FoxPs are needed for 721 

the proper regulation of their target genes and in turn, song learning behavior.   722 
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 930 

Figure 1.- Timeline of FoxP1 and FoxP4 qPCR quantification using lentiviral-mediated RNAi in vivo.  (a-b) 23 day old birds were bilaterally 931 

injected into Area X. One hemisphere received a Control-sh virus, the other hemisphere a sh-knockdown virus against FoxP1 (FoxP1-sh2 or 932 

FoxP1-sh3) or against FoxP4 (FoxP4-sh1 or FoxP4-sh2). After surgery, birds were kept with their parents until PHD 50. Brains were 933 

extracted, frozen and stored at -80 °C. 200 μm slices were cut by cryostat, Area X microbiopsies were punched (c) and stored at -80 °C for 934 

subsequent mRNA extraction. Correct targeting was assessed by PFA-fixing the slices from which punches were taken and assessing GFP 935 

expression in the surrounding tissue (d) and determining the location of Area X by phase contrast (arrows in c). Scale bar 2 mm. 936 
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 937 

Figure 2.- Timeline of FoxP1 or FoxP4 knockdown in Area X and vocal learning success. In the first two weeks after hatching the birds were 938 

sexed. On day 23, at the beginning of the sensory learning period, either Control-sh, or FoxP1-sh2/3, or FoxP4-sh1/2 virus was bilaterally 939 

injected into Area X of male zebra finches. From day 30 on, injected birds were housed in sound-recording chambers together with an adult 940 

male zebra finch as a tutor. After reaching 90 days of age, the tutor was removed and adult song was recorded. Before song analysis, we 941 

verified correct targeting by analysis of GFP expression in in Area X of both hemispheres. 942 
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 943 

Figure 3.- Western blots showing specific downregulation of FoxP1 or FoxP4 using short hairpins (sh). Overexpression of zebra finch FoxP1 944 

(a, d, g, i and k), or FoxP2 (b, e and l), or FoxP4 (c, f, h and j), each tagged with a Flag-epitope, and one of different hairpin constructs 945 

against FoxP1 (FoxP1-sh1 to FoxP1-sh3 a-c; and FoxP1-sh4 to FoxP1-sh14 i), or FoxP4 (FoxP4-sh1 to FoxP4-sh2 d-f; and FoxP4-sh3 to FoxP4-946 

sh11 j-l), or control short hairpin (g-h) in HeLa cells. Western blot analysis using the Flag antibody (top panels in a-l) revealed that short 947 

hairpins FoxP1-sh1-3 against FoxP1 (a-c) efficiently reduced FoxP1 levels (a, upper panel), but did not downregulate FoxP2 (b) or FoxP4 (c), 948 

all remaining short hairpins of FoxP1 (FoxP1-sh4-14) did not reduce FoxP1 levels efficiently (I upper panel) and were not tested for cross 949 

reactions against FoxP2 or FoxP4; short hairpins FoxP4-sh1-2 against FoxP4 efficiently reduced FoxP4 levels (f, upper panel), but did not 950 

downregulate FoxP1 (d) or FoxP2 (e), from the remaining short hairpins (j, upper panels) only FoxP4-sh9 did efficiently reduce the levels of 951 

FoxP4 protein (j, upper panel) but when tested against FoxP1 (k, upper panel) and FoxP2 (l, upper panel) we found that it reduced 952 

efficiently the protein levels of FoxP2 (l, upper panel) and therefore not further used; the control short hairpin did not downregulate FoxP1 953 

(g) or FoxP4 (h). Immunostaining with actin antibody shows comparable loading of protein samples in all cases (a-l; bottom panels). 954 

Westerns shown in panels  (a, b, c, g and h) were run in the same membrane but due to different loading order some were cut to arrange 955 
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them in the same order for all panels. Western blots in in panels (I and j) were run in different gels and membranes, therefore we show the 956 

“no short hairpin” (no sh) condition for each gel and membrane and due to different loading order some were cut to arrange them in a 957 

coherent order without repetitions.    958 

 959 

Figure 4.- Efficacy of infection.  Quantification of Area X MSN neurons at PHD 50 expressing GFP as a result of virus injection (control short 960 

hairpin) at PHD 23. Photomicrograph at 40x magnification shown in a Z stack projected photo (a) blue fluorescence of DAPI stained cell 961 

nuclei, (b) green fluorescent GFP expression indicating virus infected cells (c), FoxP1 immunoreactivity revealed by a secondary Alexa 568 962 

antibody (red) false-color-coded in white and (d) overlay with vertical arrows pointing to neurons co-expressing FoxP1 and GFP. One GFP 963 

positive cell that does not express FoxP1 is indicated by a horizontal arrow. (e) Infected neurons co-expressing GFP and FoxP1 expressed as 964 

a percentage of the total number of GFP expressing neurons. (f) Virus-infected GFP-expressing and FoxP1 immunoreactive neurons 965 

expressed as percentage of the total number of FoxP1 expressing neurons.  In (e) and (f) bars refer to mean of means + standard error of 966 

the mean [SEM]. Error bar in (a) applies to panels (a-d) 50 μm. 967 

 968 

Figure 5.- In vivo downregulation of FoxP1 or FoxP4 in Area X. mRNA levels of FoxP1 (a) or FoxP4 (b) assessed by qRT-PCR in Area X tissue 969 

was significantly lower in the FoxP1-sh or FoxP4-sh injected hemisphere than in the Control-sh injected hemisphere of the same animal 970 

(Wilcoxon signed rank test, W=-21, p=0.03, n=6).  971 
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 972 

Figure 6.- Quantification of Area X volume targeted by the viral infection in birds whose song learning was assessed. Representative 973 

photomicrographs of Area X (a,b). (a) bright-field photo of a sagittal section stained for AChE delineating Area X (white arrows) scale bar 974 

200 μm; (b) same section under fluorescence illumination showing GFP signal. (c) Volume of the virus induced GFP-expressing tissue within 975 

Area X, expressed as percentage of total Area X volume in left and right brain hemispheres. Both hemispheres were infected to similar 976 

degrees in all groups (average for each hemisphere ±SEM).  977 

 978 

Figure 7.- Representative sonograms with amplitude envelopes overlaid, illustrating different deficits in the experimental groups (bottom 979 

two rows in a-d) and their respective tutors (top two rows in a-d).  Song elements of the same type in each tutor-pupil pair are indicated by 980 

the same color and identified by the same letter. The identity of song elements was determined by systematic similarity comparison 981 
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between pupil and tutor elements using Sound Analysis Pro software (Tchernichovski et al., 2000). Song elements are separated by silent 982 

inhalation gaps. (a) Control-sh injected pupil 3677 imitated all elements from his tutor 1604 and delivered them in the same order. (b) 983 

FoxP1-sh injected pupil 4103 had the same tutor as the control injected juvenile in (a). In contrast to the Control-sh, the FoxP1-sh pupil did 984 

not copy element E, added an element that was not recognized by SAP as matching any tutor element between B and C (highlighted in 985 

gray, X) and copied element C less accurately. (c) FoxP2-sh injected pupil 622 only copied elements C, E and G from the tutor 334, included 986 

elements not recognized in the tutor song and the sequence of elements varied from rendition to rendition. (d) FoxP4-sh injected pupil 987 

3584 only copied elements A, C, D and I from tutor 2047, the sequence as well as durations of song elements and gaps were altered. 988 

Delivery from rendition to rendition was not stereotyped and elements were repeated often (I I A A in the second example). 989 

 990 

Figure 8.- Pupils in all three knockdown groups imitated tutor song incompletely ((a) Kruskal-Wallis test, p=0.0053, Kruskal-Wallis statistic = 991 

12.73; Dunn`s Multiple Comparison Test *p<0.05;**p<0.005), but only FoxP2-sh pupils are significantly more inaccurate in the imitation 992 

fidelity of the copied song material ((b) Kruskal-Wallis test, n.s. p=0.054, Kruskal-Wallis statistic = 7.640; Dunn's Multiple Comparison Test 993 

*p<0.05). Scatter dot plots, each dot represents the mean similarity or accuracy score for each animal, the red line indicates the mean of 994 

means.  995 

 996 

 997 

Figure 9. Knockdown of FoxP4 in Area X affected frequency modulation (FM). Scatter dot plot, each dot represents the mean scores of an 998 

asymmetric M x N batch comparison between tutor and their respective pupil using SAP, the red line is the mean of means (Kruskal-Wallis 999 

test, p=0.0467, Kruskal-Wallis statistic = 7.967; Dunn's Multiple Comparison Test *p<0.05 ). 1000 
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 1001 

Figure 10.- Fraction of pupil elements copied from the tutor (a) and fraction of pupil elements not present in the tutor (b). FoxP knockdown 1002 

birds copied fewer elements than control birds. (a) All FoxP knock-down birds copied fewer elements from their tutors than control birds, 1003 

FoxP2-sh birds significantly so. Values 0 to 1 calculated as the number of copied elements by the pupil divided by the total number of 1004 

elements in the tutors’ song (Kruskal-Wallis test p=0.0075, Kruskal-Wallis statistic = 11.98; Dunn's Multiple Comparison Test **p < 0.005). 1005 

(b) The song of some pupils in all groups contained elements not matched to any element in the tutors’ songs. Values 0 to 1 calculated as 1006 

the number of elements in the pupil that are not found in the tutor divided by the total number of elements in the tutor ‘s song (Kruskal-1007 

Wallis test, n.s. p=0.4494, Kruskal-Wallis statistic = 2.640; Dunn's Multiple Comparison Test n.s.). 1008 

 1009 

Figure 11.- Consistent reproduction of copied song elements was impaired in FoxP2-sh and FoxP4-sh birds. Scatter dot plot, each dot 1010 

represents the mean identity score ((similarity*accuracy)/100) for each animal of a symmetric batch M x N analysis of ten renditions of 1011 

each element in SAP, the red line is the mean of means (Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test, FoxP2-sh and FoxP4-sh p=0.0313, n=6, 1012 

W=21). 1013 
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 1014 

Figure 12. After FoxP2 and FoxP4 knockdown the sequential delivery of song elements was more variable in pupils than in their tutors. In 1015 

addition, some FoxP1-sh, FoxP2-sh, and FoxP4-sh have a high rate of song element repetitions (stuttering) not found in tutors and control 1016 

animals. (a-d) Paired scatter dot plot. Each dot represents the stereotypy score for one animal, the red line is the mean. Tutor-pupil pairs 1017 

are connected by black lines (Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test, FoxP2-sh and FoxP4-sh exact rank p=0.0313, n=6, W=21). (e) 1018 

Sequence diagrams of the songs of FoxP4 knockdown bird 3584 (bottom) and its tutor 2074 (top). Boxes with letters A to I represent song 1019 

elements, a song element not found in the tutor song is marked by a question mark. The arrows represent transitions between subsequent 1020 

song elements. The size of an arrow is proportional to the relative frequency of occurrence. Arrows that do not originate at a song element 1021 

mark the start of a song and arrows that do not point to an element mark the end of a song (e.g. all songs of 2074 start with A and end 1022 

mostly with I, rarely with D or F). (f) Representative examples of sequence variability in 20-50 sequentially sung motifs (y-axis), indicated as 1023 

thin color coded lines, sorted and stacked. The duration of each song elements is indicated by one color, song elements of the same type 1024 

have the same color, silent gaps are shown in black (x-axis). Motifs are sorted alphabetically by element sequence and within identical 1025 

sequences by motif duration. We show one bird with high (top row) and one with low sequence stereotypy (bottom row) from each 1026 

experimental group (left-to-right: Tutors, Control-sh, FoxP1-sh, FoxP2-sh, FoxP4-sh). Pupils that were tutored by one of the tutors shown in 1027 

the first column are indicated by (i) and (ii). (g) Quantitative representation of stuttering. Each dot represents the percentage of all song 1028 

elements of one animal that are part of a stuttering bout, i.e. a string of two or more successive elements of the same type. (h) Qualitative 1029 

representation of stuttering.  Sonogram of an example song of FoxP2 knockdown bird 628, showing an element repetition rate of 81.8 1030 

percent (9 out of 11 elements are part of a stuttering bout). 1031 
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 1032 

Figure 13.- All pupil groups had lower song isochronicity than tutors. (a-b) Two example motifs each of FoxP1-sh bird 4103 (b) and its Tutor 1033 

bird 1604 (a) with the isochronous pulse best fitting to song element onsets overlaid as vertical dashed lines. (a) Tutor bird 1604 had almost 1034 

the same pulse frequency for both renditions (top: 27.49Hz; bottom: 27.64Hz). Pulse fit as measured by frequency-normalized root-mean-1035 

square deviation of the pulse from element onsets (FRMSD, see methods) was relatively high (top: FRMSD=0.019; bottom: FRMSD=0.024). 1036 

(b) FoxP1-sh bird 4103 had pulses of different frequencies best fitting the two motifs (top: 39.91Hz; bottom: 27.92Hz) and a relatively low 1037 

pulse fit (top: FRMSD=0.086; bottom: FRMSD=0.086). (c) Paired plot of the percentage of all songs that were in the largest pulse frequency 1038 

cluster for each bird. Lines connect each pupil (right) with his tutor (left). Black horizontal lines show the mean. Except for 3 birds (one 1039 

Control-sh, one FoxP2-sh, one FoxP4-sh), all pupils had a lower percentage compared to their tutor. (d) Bargraph of the percentage of bird-1040 

to-model comparisons with significant differences (p<0.05) in pulse deviation (FRMSD), in which the bird had a lower deviation (±SEM) than 1041 

the model, i.e. a better rhythm.  1042 
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 1043 

Figure 14- The duration of song gaps was abnormally variable in FoxP knockdown birds. (a-b) Spectrograms of two example songs each for 1044 

FoxP4-sh bird 3584 (b) and its tutor 2074 (a). Black dotted lines connect the song element on- and offsets of the two songs. The duration of 1045 

gaps in the songs of the FoxP4 knockdown bird was abnormally variable. (c-d) Histograms of the durations of all song elements (c) and song 1046 

gaps (d) of tutors (blue) as well as Control-sh, FoxP1-sh, FoxP2-sh and FoxP4-sh (red, left to right, top to bottom). Triangles on the top show 1047 

the means. JSD = Jensen-Shannon distance between tutor and pupil distribution. Bin size = 2 ms. 1048 

 1049 

Figure 15.- The different treatment groups cluster together in the signal space of a linear discriminant function analysis, indicating that they 1050 

can be discriminated by their song phenotype above chance. Each dot represents one bird in the signal space of the first two linear 1051 
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discriminant functions (LD1 & LD2, arbitrary units). Asterisks mark group centroids and lines connect each animal to the centroid of its 1052 

group. 1053 

 1054 


